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The said yellow salt has been investigated by BROOKS as to Hs 
behaviour at higher temperatures. He found that it had lost hardly 
any weight at,2200, and not until 2600 brown vapours were evolved. 
This behaviour, I think, explains the formation of that salt on 
heating Hgz (NOs)z. At the then reigning tempE',l'ature it is formed 
because it eau th en exist and àt the same time volatilise. For the 
greater portion of the salt the opportunity for sublimation does not 
exist and the increased temperature decomposes it completely. 

It is still more interesting to know th at this salt is also formed 
by heating mercuric nitrate. Absolutely mercul'ous-free Hg (NOS)2 
heated in the above-mentioned apparatus yields the same yellow 
sublimate. It has, therefore, been formed in a strongly oxidising 
surrounding containing oxygen and NOz. If pure mercuric nitrate 
is heated in a porcelain dish until the decomposition is fairly started, 
the still undecomposed white crust which covers the red powder 
of nitrate-containil1g HgO (free from Hg20) will be found covered 
on the inner surface with a yellow substance which on analysis is 
found to contaill mercurous-mercuric nitrate. The white crust, however, 
does not contain any mercurous compound. 

The fOl'mation of this compound, particularly dnring the decom
position of mercul'ic nitrate, leads me to suppose that during the 
heating complex molecules of lIg4 (N OS)8 or (in the case of mercurous 
nitrate) complex molecules of Hg4 (NOa)4 are subjected to decom· 
position. The latter then yield (Hgz) Hgz (N04)2 with elimination 
of 2 N02, while the former do 80 with elimination of 6 NOs and 2 O2, 

I must also state that I have heated anhydrous Hg2 (NOS)2 in 
vacuum tubes at different temperatures and have al ways noticed 
that the salt turned yellow and was converted to a larger or smaller 
extènt into the said orthonitrate with evolution of a brown gas 
which behaved in every respect like N02• 

Physics. =- W. H. KEESOIlI. "Oont1'ibutions to tlte knowledge of' 
VAN DER WAALS' lfJ-surface." VI. Tlte increase of p1'eSSlt1'e 
at condensation of a substance with smalt admixtw·es." (Oom
munication N°. 7V from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden, 
by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES.) 

(CommuniClLted in the meeting of March 2U, 1902). 

§ 1. In Communication N0. 75 I have expressed by the two cOllstal1ts 

€X - _1_ (dT XTc) and /~ = _2. (dPd) 
- T1c die a. =0 Pk dx x=o' 

the corrections by means of w hic~ we can deri ve the critical data 
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for thc pure substallce from the obfi:ervcd plaitpoint phenomcna 
Tpl, Ppl and Vpl, in a substance with small impurities (in a mole
cular' proportion ,11). These constants were thought by KAMERLINGH 

ONNES especially suitable to determine the phenomena in the case 
of small admixtures. It is also desirabIe to represent the differences 
in (}omposition of the co-existing phases, the variations in pressure 
at the condensation of a mixture and the further deviatioDs in 
properties of such a mixture from the pure (normal) substance by 
means of the same constants and the reduced quantities of a simple 
(norm al) substance. For in this way we can avail ourselves of the 
empirically reduced equation of state for simple (normal) substances 
and of the empirical relations connected with it for the application 
of VAN DER WAALS' theory to the calculation of the relation between 
the deviations mentioned. If a comparison of the calculated with the 
observed deviations should confirm the validity of the law of corre
spon ding states for the mixtures considered here, then from an expe
rimental point of view it would be important to reduce the deviations 
caused by ad mixture in a whole series of observations to the two 
constants mentioned. These latter ('an be derived from observations 
on the mixture itself, and we might especially avail ourselves of 
this in calculating observations on substances which can be purified 
only with great difficulty or not at' all. 

In this communication I will develop in the first place by means 
of the law of corresponding stat es applied to mixtures, the l'elation for 
the proportion of the compositions of the co-existing phases when small 
ad mixtures occur. This relation will then be tested by HARTMAN'S obser
vations on the composition of co-existing phases in mixtures of methyl 
chloride and carbon dioxide. Lastly formulae will be derived for tbe dif
ference of tbe saturation pressure of the mixture and tbat of tbe pure sub
stance together witb the increase of pressure at condensation of the 
mixture. These formulae also enable us to derive tbe proportion of 
admixtul'e from tbe increase of pressure observed, aftel' whicb the 
saturated vapour-pressure of the pure substance can be derived from 
the observed beginnillg- or end-condensation pressure of tbe imp ure 
sub stance. Tbe latter formula is applied to KUENEN'S observations 
on impure ethane. 

Tbe l'esult is satisfactory in different respects. For thc proportion 
of admixture in KUENEN'S expel'iments corresponding values have 
indeed been founu fl'om his different measuremonts and, moreover, 
from the expol'iments with the impurc substanco values fol' tbe vupour
pr('ssures anel the eritical dltta of tbe pure substanc~ are found whicb 
can deviatc only a little from tbe real values. 
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§ 2. In or<1er to 1ea,1'11 thc re1ation bctwecn the compositions at 
co·existence of two phases, I start from the well-known property 
that in this case: 

( Ol/ll) (0I/J2) 
0
- = -0 ,....... (1) 

Jll vT .l'2 v1' 

where ifJ represcnts the free energy, while in the following the index 
1 will always refer to the liquid, the index 2 to the vapour pb ase. 

As in Communication N° 75 we put: 
ifJ = MRl'{ (I-a-) l (I-.:c) + x l x} + pI), 

wherc thcrefore 'P = -j~ dv. 

If again we write (~!PI) = 'P!', (1) passes into: 
OX1 vT 

MRT l (~) + PI' = MRT l ( :1"2 ) + 'P2'. 
1 -.:cl 1-.r2 

It follows from this that for x sII1all we have 
'P2'-'P1' 

MRT 2) 
Xl = $2 e • • • • • • (2) 

Now 

or by MACLAURIN'S theorem: 

CPl' = - jt (~:) vT dv - Xl jl (~~) vT dv - a-l G~) vT ( ~x t = ° etc. 
%:::0 x=O x=O 

For small tE we may write: 

, , jVl(OP) 
'P2 - 'PI = - - dv I ow v7' 

V, 

if we are not too near the critical temperature of the pure substance, 

as in that \lase dVlz and dV2x become infinite. Here VI and V2 represent 
d.c d.c 

the molecular volume of saturated liqujd and vapour of the pure 
substance. If now we introduce the law of corresponding states by 
means of the relation mentioned in Communication nO. 75: 

(0 P) = n; elp,..", _ pûc dVxk 6J (0 n) _ pxk dTxk T (011), 
OX vT dJl ~ Vxk d.c 06J Txk d.:c OT 

1) Co~p. VAN DER W ULS, Contin. Il, p. 147. 
lI) See VAN DER W.&.ALS, Arch. Néerl. XXVI, p. 96, Contin. Ir p. 148. 
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and using MAXWELL'S the(}l'em: 
"'2 J 1f du} = 1Xm (m,2-6}l)' 

"'I 
and: 

"'I 
where 1fm represents the reduced co-existenee pressure, m9 and (J)1 

rcduced volumes of saturated vapour and liquid, then, if a and P 
. MRTk 

have the value menboned hefore, alld C4, = --, we find 
Pk V]c 

d1fm _ ~ '\ 1f1n «(O,2-W1) 
dT W 

(fJg,'-CPI' 1 I 7: 

MRT = c
4

/,a nm 
• • (3) 

or 

• (4) 

§ 3. This relation can be tested by HARTMAN'S 2) observations 

I) Gomp. Communication NO. 75, Proceedings Dec. 1901, p. 298. 
2) HA.RTMAN, 'I'hesis for the Doctorate, Leiden. p. 104. 
As an addition to the grapJdc representation givell in Comm. 43, ProceedillgsJulle 

1898, we give here the numbel's fonnd iJy HARTMAN, where x = the ratio of carbon dioxide: 

Go·existing phases at 9.50 G. 

p I 1111 r 1112 I vI V2 

, 3.58 0 0 I 0.00256 0.173 

5 0,021 0.242 257 145 

10 136 640 262 0813 

15 267 745 252 0562 

20 394 810 248 0454 

25 534 861 246 0356 

30 675 !l08 251 0269 

35 800 947 248 0200 

40 0.910 0.980 245 0166 

43.64 1 1 0.00243 O.(H45 

'I'he volumes of the vapour-phase are very uncertain; probably the blowing oU, 
which was necesSllry before the analysis, produced a systemlltical error. HARTMAN 
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in connection with KUENEN'S 1) observations on mixtures of methyl 
chloride and carbon dioxide. 

No determinations exist for the plait point constants of carbon 
dioxide and methyl chloride or for isothermals of mixtures in the case 
thaf the quantity of one of the substances is very small. To calculate 
a and fi- I shaH therefore start from the constants Kn, etc. derived 
by KAMERLINGH ONNES and REINGANUM~) for these substances from 
KUENEN'S observations. They represented the critical temperature 
and pressure of the mixtures, considered as homogeneous by: 

while: 
Kx = Kn (1-x)2 + 2 K12 IC (1-x) + K22 x2, 
bx = bu (1-x)2 + 2 b12 x (I-x) + b22 a:2, 

in which, therefore, as oe is always supposed to be smaH, the index 
1 refers to the substance present in quantity, the index 2 to the 
admixture. Then: 

~ = K12 _ 3 b12 + 2. 3) 
Ku bH l . . . . (5) 

For carbon dioxide with methyl chloride as admixture 4) 
KIl = 2.176 j K12 = 3.314 j bIl = 0.000780 j b12 = 0.000893. 

Then: 
a = 0.378, ft = 0.088. 

This gives for T = 273.0 + 9.5 = 282.5, at which temperature accor-

ding to AMAGAT rOl' carbon dioxide: Pm = 43.64, dpm = 1.088, and 
dT 

the specific volumes of saturated vapour and liquid are also according 
- V2 VI • 

to AMAGAT: M = 0.0151 and M = 0.00230, whIle r put 

himself wanted to repeat his experiments with a compound pump (described in Comm. 
N° 39, Proceedings May 1897) so as to avoid this. In the calculation therefore I have 
uaed for these volumes AMAGAT'S values for carbon dioxide, nnd for methyl chloride 
the values derivecl by menns of the law of corresponding states from YOUNG'a data. 

1) KUENEN, Thesis for the Doctornte. Commnnication N°. 4. Proceedings April 1892. 
!) KAMERLlNGH ONNES and REINGANUM, Comm. N°. 59b, Proceedings September 

1900. p. 295. 
11) Comp. VAN DER WAALS, Contin. H, p. 174. 
4) KAMERLINGH ONNES and REINGANUM, l.c. 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. IV. " 
44 
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R = 1.00706 X 0.0036625 = 0.003688: 1) 
xl 

hence - = 3.98. 
1r2 

HARTMAN finds at x2 = 0.020: Xl = 0.090, therefore: 
.vI 
- =4.50. 
iC2 

I finel for methyl chloride, with carbon dioxide as admixtlll'e, from : 
KIl = 6.276, KI2 = 3.314, bn = 0.00 1I93, bl2 = 0.000893: 

a = - 0.221, (J = 0.281. 
From YOUNG'S observations on normal pentane 2) I derive at 

282.5 
7: = 416.0 = 0.679 : 

~ ~ = 10.26 aml 
nm dT 

With this I find: 

3'2 
while HARTMAN finds at .1:1=0.021: iC2=0.242, therefore - = 11.5. 

Irl 

The agreement between observation and calculation may be con si-
dered as satisfactory. 

§ 4. Now that we have arelation between Xl and X2 we may 
derive from the equation 

I V2 - VI - (.v2 - 3'1) (aa V1
) 1\ dd:P = (3'2 - .'l:l)(aa2~!) 3). • (6) 

~ .vI pT .vI .cl pl' 

how the pressure of saturaterl liquid and vapour varies by adding 
a small quantity of a second substance. For smaH Xl and x2 we 
may put for this: 

(v2 - Vl) (PI - p) = MRT. X (r Tc - 1), • . • • (7) 
if we are not too uear the criticaI temperature of the pure substance 

for then (aaV~) becomes very large . 
.cl pT 

Here Vf,! and VI represent the molecular volumes ofsaturated vapour 
and liquid, p the saturated vapour pressure of the pure substance, 
PI the pressure above thc liquid with the composition x, while 

_ '1/2 - '1/1 _ I '1.' dp _ I p (V2 - VI) 
k - MRT - ~ ce P dT (J) MRT . 

1) Comp. KAMERLINGH ONNES, Comm. no. 71. Proceedings Juno 1901, p. 130. 
2) S. YOUNG, Trans. Chem. Soc. 1897, p. 452. 
~) VAN DDR W ULS, Continuitat 1I, p. 108. 
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In the same way is 
(V2 - vI) (P2 - p) = MRT. IV (1 - ek) , • • • • (8) 

if P2 is the pressure of the saturated vapour, of the composition :co 
The increase of pressure at the condensation of vapour of the com
position al into liquid of the same composition follows therefore from 

(v2 - VI) (PI - P2) = MRT {l) (ek + r1c - 2) • • • (9) 

§ 5. Equation (9) can serve to determine the composition of the 
substance under examination from measurements on the increase of 
pressure. 

Such measurements have been made by KUENEN 1) on the conden
sation at different temperatures of ethane, with a smaIl admixture, 
probably of butane. AIthough these observations are very accurate, 
they are not sufficient to test my formulae with certainty. The 
degree of purity of the ethane itself was not so high that we can 
derive the constants ce and (f accurately from the critical data found 
for' this substance with tJlOse for the mixture of 4 % butane, while 
the mixture of 9 % differs toa much from the pure substance for 
us to derive these quantities from the two mixtures. I have tried 
to form an idea of the usefulness of the formulae by deriving from 
these observations the quantity of the admixture, by means of 

K12 b12 
values assumed for K and -. 

11 bu 
These might have been determined from observations on mixtures 

of the two substances in known proportions. But as such obser
vations on these mixtures are not at hand and as for our purpose 
we do not require the very greatest accuracy I have put: 

b11 + h22 
Ku = V Kn. K 22 and b12 = 2 ' 

whiie I calculate KlIt K22' blll b22 from the critical constants of the 
substances, according to the relationli mentioned in § 3, borrowed 
from CLAUSIUS' equation of state: 

Tic = Cl V ~ , pr.: = q~ V! ' 
where Cl and C2 have the same value for all substances. 

Then 

1) KUENEN, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh 1897, p. 433; Zeitschrift für comprimirte 
und fiuaaige Gase IJ p. 158. 

44* 
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" = - 0.236, ~ = 0.113, 
and for carbon dioxide with methyl chloride as admixture: 

a = 0.426, ~ = - 0.108, 
which values, if we take into consideration that a has by far the 
greater influence, agree sufficiently with the values deri ved directly 
from the observations in § 3, to enable us to apply these formulae 
also to ethane and butane. For butane no critical data are known 
to me. From the regular succession ofthe critical constants determined 
by YOUNG for the members of the paraffin-series following butane : vÏz. 

I tk I Difference·1 PTt \ DiJferenoe. 

I 

NormaJ pentane 197.2 25100 m.m. 
37.6 2590 

]) hexane 234.8 22510 -
32.1 2095 

» heptane 266.9 20415 
29.3 1685 

J) ootane 296 2 18730 

we are justified in concluding that we may assume for butane: 
tk = 152, Pk = 28300 m.m. = 37.2 atm. 

With the values for ethane: 

this yields : 
'Tc = 32.0, pk = 48.8 1), 

a = 0.47, P = - 0.36. 

The values f àn.. d b dry , on .. , d7: ' (D2 an (Dl were orrowe lrom OUNG s 

observations on pentane; 

and 

1) KUENEN. 1. 'Co 

1-7: 
log 7f", = - 2.980 -- 2) 

7: 

') Comp. VAN DER WAALS, Con tin. J. p. 158. 
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h = 1 + 0.9280 (l-'J') ± 1.8893 (1_'J')0.3327 1) 

Were used as interpolation formulae. 
In the last formula ~ represents the reduced density and the 

sign + gives the liquid, the sign - the vapourdensity. The first formula 
gives for the region which we want (from 'J' = 0.944 to T = 0.995) 'lrm 

with an accuracy of 0.5%, the second gives over the whole range 
on which YOUNG observed volumes of saturated liquid and vapour 
(from 'J' = 0.6824 to 'J' = 0.9963) : ~l + ~2 accurately to within 
0.2%, ~1-~2 to within 1.5%, ~l to within 0.5% j with the lower l"S 

we find for ~2 important deviations, but for the region thllt we 
I want the deviations are not more than 2%, an accuracy more than 

sufficient for our purpose. In consequence of the value found by YOUNG 2) 
for C4 for the substances : pentane, hexane, heptane and octane, I 
put for butane 04 = 3.6. By means of these data we can compute 
the composition of the mixture of ethane with (according to KUENEN) 

4% butane 3). I find from the values given by KUENEN forp~a.ndpl 
the pressure at the beginning and at thc end of the condensation 
the following values for 3J : 

I t I P2 I PI I 
1& I P 

14.95 29 02 32.91 0.0132 33.62 

20.15 33.65 36.86 0.0121 37.73 

24.85 37.84 40.62 0,lH26 41.60 

I 30.35 43.15 45.35 0.0174 

It is to be expected that the last value for IC deviates from the 
preceding, if we bear in mind what has been said in §§ 2 and 4, 
as we are getting very near to the critical temperature of the pure 
substance (32~O° C.) 'rhe satisfactory agreement of the other values of x, 
shows that formula (9) repl'esents weIl the relation of the incl'ease 
of pressure to the temperature. Moreover I should derive from this 
that the mixture had the composition 3J = 0.0126, and therefore 
contained: 2.3% of its mass of butane. 

1) Oomp. VERBCHAFFELT, Prol.'. Jhne 1896. Comm. NO. 28 p. 12 and Comm. No. 55 
Proc. April 1900, }J. 588. According to VAN DER WAALS, Thermodynamical theory of 
Capillarity, the index for 'f" = 1 must approach to 0.5 

2) S. Young, Phil. M.ng. Sept. 1900, p. 308. 
3) KUENEN, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edillburgh, 1897, P, 442; Zeitschrift fur comprimirte 

und fiûssige GlIse I p. 157. 
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With this value for J: I have ralculated according to formula (7) 
the corrections to be applied to PI in order to arrive at the saturated 
vapour pressure of the pure substance. The values of p found thus 
are given in column p of the tabIe. They agree weIl with the pres
sures given by KUENEN 1) for almost pure ethane. Further according 
to formulae (2a) and (2b) of communieation nO 75: 

(on) ( o2n ) where I have put ar = 6.86 and for C4 at» ar the value -32.2 

found there for carbon dioxide, I ,have calculated the correctiolls to 
be appHed to the plaitpoint temperature and pressure obscrved in 
order to obtain the critical temperature and pressure of pure ethane. 

80 I found: 

tk == 32.0° C. and Plc = 49.2 atm., 

which va lues according to those given by KUENEN for almost pure 
ethane, cannot differ ID\leh from the real values. 

One would now be induced to calculate from the increases of 
vapour pressure for almost pure ethane given by KUENEN l.c. the 
composition and then the corl'ected values for the pure substance. 
As beforehand nothing is known with certainty about the character 
of admixture, one might wish to calculate te and (i from the obser
vations on the increase of pressure at different temperatures, but it 
then appears that the temperature range of the observations is too 
smaIl ta aUow us to calculate te and (~ separately. If however the 
observatiolls do not al10w us to make this calculation, it appears 
sufficiently from the preceding that the formulae communicated are 
confirmed by KUENEN'S observations, and that they may have a 
practical value in the reduction of similar series of observations with 
a not altogether pure substance. 

1) Camp. KtJENEN, Zeitschrift rür camprimirte und flûssige Gnse, IJ p. 159, tnble 5. 


